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Examples for Safety Examples for Safety 
Deficits in GermanDeficits in German NPPsNPPs

❂❂ KrümmelKrümmel -- emission of ‘hot particles’emission of ‘hot particles’

❂❂ StadeStade -- reactor pressure vessel reactor pressure vessel 
(RPV) (RPV) embrittlementembrittlement

❂❂ ObrigheimObrigheim -- inadequate emergency inadequate emergency 
core cooling system (ECCS)core cooling system (ECCS)

❂❂ BiblisBiblis -- seismic risksseismic risks

❂❂ BWR ‘69 BWR ‘69 -- failurefailure--prone containmentprone containment
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KrümmelKrümmel NPPNPP

❂❂ 11 cases of11 cases of leukemialeukemia since 1990 since 1990 -- NPP has NPP has 
continued operationcontinued operation

❂❂ no plausible cause other than NPPno plausible cause other than NPP

❂❂ expert reviews since 1993 could not expert reviews since 1993 could not 
identify release pathwayidentify release pathway

❂❂ there is ‘blind spot’ in emission controlthere is ‘blind spot’ in emission control

❂❂ large ‘hot particles’ could be emittedlarge ‘hot particles’ could be emitted

❂❂ this could lead to radiation exposure in this could lead to radiation exposure in 
order of several order of several mSvmSv
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StadeStade NPPNPP

❂❂ expert review 1994: RPV proof of expert review 1994: RPV proof of 
safety not complete (safety not complete (embrittlementembrittlement))

❂❂ if open safety problems persist: if open safety problems persist: 
shutdown requiredshutdown required

❂❂ critical experts are not employed critical experts are not employed 
further by authoritiesfurther by authorities

❂❂ proof of safety is patched together proof of safety is patched together 
in 4in 4--yearyear--programprogram
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ObrigheimObrigheim NPPNPP

❂❂ ECCS not ECCS not adequteadequte for guillotinefor guillotine--
break of main coolant pipebreak of main coolant pipe

❂❂ ‘solution’: Postulate that break will ‘solution’: Postulate that break will 
not occurnot occur

❂❂ materials’ properties of MCP not materials’ properties of MCP not 
known with sufficient reliabilityknown with sufficient reliability

❂❂ further safety deficits (RPVfurther safety deficits (RPV
embrittlementembrittlement etc.)etc.)
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BiblisBiblis NPPNPP

❂❂ seismic design inadequateseismic design inadequate

❂❂ hundreds of valves, pipe mountings hundreds of valves, pipe mountings 
etc. not sufficiently resistantetc. not sufficiently resistant

❂❂ no emergency control roomno emergency control room

❂❂ new expert review : Seismic risk new expert review : Seismic risk 
higher than previously assumedhigher than previously assumed

❂❂ results have not been made public, results have not been made public, 
nor acted uponnor acted upon
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BWR type ‘69BWR type ‘69
BrunsbüttelBrunsbüttel,, KrümmelKrümmel,, IsarIsar--1,1, PhilippsburgPhilippsburg--11

❂❂ persistent problems with materialspersistent problems with materials

❂❂ containment is particularly prone to containment is particularly prone to 
early failureearly failure

❂❂ releases in case of core melt will be releases in case of core melt will be 
particularly severe and earlyparticularly severe and early

❂❂ timely evacuation of concerned timely evacuation of concerned 
large cities (e.g. Hamburg) plainly large cities (e.g. Hamburg) plainly 
impossibleimpossible
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Why are these problems Why are these problems 
persistently ignored?persistently ignored?

❂❂ studies of hazards are not conservative studies of hazards are not conservative --
‘inconvenient’ results are ignored‘inconvenient’ results are ignored

❂❂ shortcomings are justified with ‘low’ shortcomings are justified with ‘low’ 
probability of accidentsprobability of accidents

❂❂ NPP operators can influence choice of NPP operators can influence choice of 
experts by authoritiesexperts by authorities

❂❂ investigations often take many years investigations often take many years --
while NPP keeps operatingwhile NPP keeps operating

❂❂ double standard: What’s criticised in double standard: What’s criticised in 
‘Eastern’ reactors is hushed up in Germany‘Eastern’ reactors is hushed up in Germany
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RedRed--Green Government: Green Government: 
Decline of SafetyDecline of Safety

❂❂ average NPP running time: 35 average NPP running time: 35 -- 36 years; 36 years; 
can be transferred from old to newcan be transferred from old to new NPPsNPPs

❂❂ „„The Federal GovernmentThe Federal Government willwill
take no initiativetake no initiative toto changechange
the present safety standardthe present safety standard
and the underlying safetyand the underlying safety
philosophyphilosophy...... the governmentthe government
garantuees undisturbedgarantuees undisturbed
operation of plantsoperation of plants.“.“

❂ transports to reprocessing until mid-2005

❂ repositories: Gorleben regarded as 
suitable, Konrad to be licensed


